
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

The Carolina Reaper - by Tom 

  

Blyth was always seen as a tough, fierce and short-

tempered guy. His voice was raspy and coarse. He was a 

heavy smoker and when he opened his mouth a cloud of 

tobacco filled the air, suffocating any nostrils in close 

proximity. His teeth were tinted yellow and were the 

grimiest, stale and mouldy fossils you’ll ever see. He was 

a short and stocky man and his stomach bulged out from 

his belt like a fat goblin from a fairy-tale. His nose was 

short and stubby, and his rarely-cut nose hair would cling 

from the never-ending caves of snot. His expression was 

cruel and menacing. Blyth wasn’t the fittest guy out there 

but beneath the immense blubber and fat were 

surprisingly strong muscles that weren’t to be messed 

with. At that moment, Blyth had a suspicious grin on his 

face. He was up to something. He plucked his chubby, 

clammy finger at me. 

  

“Och, you lad! You’re still hungry, right? Go on, eat this.”  

he declared. Everyone was watching me. 

“GO ON TOM! It’s just a wee chilli, no going to hurt you!”  

My mates chanted. I’d already eaten chicken curry, which 

was probably very undercooked so another deadly, 



inedible consumption won’t go down well. But the power of 

peer pressure can’t be underestimated. And so, I took the 

chilli and had a large bite.  

  

A minute passed. Nothing. I was beginning to doubt the 

animosity of the mystical fruit I just consumed when my 

stomach roared. A great flood of gooey acid boiled inside 

me, brewing away. A fiery demon of heat emerged from 

my insides, tearing my tongue out and scorching my 

lungs. I could feel the pungent ooze of mushed-up bits 

churn together with acidic gunge before it even began 

rising. I fled to the toilets. I raced through the campsite 

maneuvering past barely standing tents and leaping over 

squint ropes that were more like a thread of string judging 

by the sparse budget local Scouts have. The campsite 

was on a large field tucked away in a country park, 

surrounded by a forest of tall, looming trees. I crashed 

through the broken, barely-standing gate, halted by a Land 

Rover trundling down the road. Peter, the one leader 

everyone despised for shoving knots into your skull and 

expecting you to repeat them perfectly, was driving 

towards me. 

  

“Is Blyth at it again? I tell you something now, it’s hell 

going in but it’s the devil coming oot!” He shouted over the 

raging engine of his muddy, run-down beast of a car.  

  



I ignored him as he obnoxiously sniggered to himself, his 

laughter slowly fading away as I ran. The pain came in 

bursts. It would be agonising, ripping your mouth apart bit 

by bit and then would vanish for a minute. But suddenly, 

when you least expect it, the chilli comes back and burns 

harder than ever. I could feel the vomit rising slowly, 

crawling up my insides as each attack of the maniacal 

beast nudged it towards the surface. 

  

My feet slashed through the mud. The toilets were at the 

entrance of the park, about a two-minute walk but when 

your mouth is on fire it’s a good few miles. The water tap 

was broken and required a spanner to squeeze a thin line 

of water to barely hydrate yourself. Besides, I don’t think 

my peers would appreciate a ground-up meal of chilli and 

curry splattered all over the barely-drinkable water that 

was to last them for 2 days. I gradually got closer and 

closer to my heaven, a filthy toilet with spiders roaming the 

walls and puddles of pee all over the floor. My stomach 

bulged. It rapidly shot rockets of puke up my body, 

preparing for liftoff. I jolted forwards and puke spewed out 

my mouth at speeds unrecordable. It plastered my cheap 

‘Hey I’m broke’ trainers and gave the black void of mud 

some colour. But there was still more to come. The 

relentless chilli hasn’t finished its job yet.  

  



I sprinted to the bathroom, it was within reach when my 

feet slipped on the mud sending me soaring through the 

sky. As I was falling mid-air, sick flew out of my mouth 

coating the bathroom’s brick walls in a lovely shade of 

green. My arms flailed as I attempted to catch my fall but 

to no avail. I crashed into the mud. 

  

I sadly moped into the toilet, my head hanging as I 

proceeded to empty the remains of my stomach into the 

peeling, creamy sink. The bathroom walls were a faded 

shade of lime green and the lingering odour reeked of 

urine, and puke to add to the equation. I pictured Blyth, 

maniacally laughing back at camp. He’s probably tucking 

into a delicious dinner of Pot Noodles while I’ve turned into 

a swamp monster from Shrek.  

  

I wiped my face with a crumbly tissue soaked in water. I 

attempted to wash my hands but only to find out that the 

soap dispenser was empty as per usual. My clothes were 

a mess - thick, lumpy mud that looked like my Gran’s over-

cooked custard dripped off my nerdy Jurassic Park t-shirt 

and slid down my cargo trousers. My trainers had a pong 

that was so vile and ghastly, I had to hold my breath 

longer than I do when I walk past smokers in Edinburgh. I 

could still taste the putrid, bitter guts that had just 

propelled out of me and the heat was unbearable.  

  



As I slowly meandered back to the campsite, I was proud. 

I just ate the hottest chilli in the world. A whopping 1.64 

Million Scovilles. People have been hospitalised from 

these things. I thought about how irresponsible that man 

was. I mean the guy hands out incredibly dangerous 

chillies for a JOKE! I was just the victim of that day. It has 

happened before - he’s given me ‘tasty’ chocolates 

because ‘I’m his favourite’ when it turns out that those 

nasty little beasts have laxatives and pepper in them. He’s 

given me a sauce called Da Bomb. One finger of that stuff 

got me ferociously chugging litres of water and left me on 

the toilet for an hour. Sure, he has a laugh but he doesn’t 

think about how his actions affect others. That day, I learnt 

to be the bigger man. To not put others down just to raise 

your own reputation. But before I became a better person, 

I purchased revenge. Sensationally scorching chocolate. 

  

MC1R - by Roan 

  

Deep at the heart of Scotland there lies a secret power. 

Sometimes it’s hidden. Or there for all to see in its amber 

glory. A genetic mutation that created the single greatest 

subculture around. The bees knees of genes: MC1R - or 

you may know it as the ‘ginger gene’. It’s bright, brilliant  

and bold. Also despite popular belief of gingers being 

inferior or defective compared to others with blonde, 

brown or black hair. Our gene actually has some pretty 



huge benefits! - other than being very hard to lose in a 

crowd, of course.  

 

Popular culture may depict redheads as weak however 

our genes once again make us a force to be reckoned with 

as we need, on average 20% more anesthesia to be 

knocked out. You could bet your bottom dollar that’s why 

boxers or MMA fighters such as Connor McGregor are 

tough competition! To accompany this we also have a 

higher pain tolerance than other hair colour, especially 

when the damage is skin or heat related.  For instance a 

redhead will react less to being poked with a needle or 

even eating spicy food. This is because of not only MC1R 

but also some of its sub groups: MC2R, MC3R and also 

MC4R, which are all associated with ginger hair. The 

prevalence of high pain tolerance is only seen in those 

with ginger hair. This back in ancient Roman times made 

red haired slaves more expensive to buy and furthermore 

had slave suppliers ship their slaves with ginger wigs on 

so they could be sold for much more money than slaves 

with more common hair colours!  

  

  

We may be stereotyped as nerds or introverts by shows 

like South Park however this wasn’t always the case. 

Gingers in ancient Greece were admired for their courage 

and bravery and even the great mythological hero Achilles’ 



hair was said to have had a tinge of the ginge. Along with 

this our bodies thrive even without sunlight. According to 

multiple scientists redheads need less vitamin D (which 

we mainly get from the sun) as we make our own! So, in a 

way, we are all tiny little suns! This also means we are 

virtually immune to certain bone and lung diseases such 

as Rickets and Tuberculosis. So far being ginger is looking 

pretty good right? That’s Better pain/heat resistance and 

also an infinite supply of an essential vitamin. As well as 

having the ancient Romans and Greeks believing that 

redheads are the superior hair colour! With all these 

admirable and attractive benefits, what else could be 

better?  

  

Whilst our naturally red hair is admired by hairdressers 

and artists alike it also makes us age better! Studies have 

shown due to the mighty MC1R, older people look on 

average two years younger than their dark-haired pears. 

This is because the gene also has some control of DNA 

repair which gives us gingers our youthful looks. On top of 

that, ginger hair will never go grey! Due to our hair keeping 

its colour for a lot longer than other hair colours, we tend 

to not go grey. That means that we don’t have to dye our 

hair to keep its colour and we can swim as much as we 

want without the chlorine damaging our hair. This is unlike 

brunettes whose hair usually develops white tips or lighter 

patches if they were to swim too frequently. Damn this just 

keeps getting better and better doesn’t it? MC1R seems to 



be like the Michael Phelps of genes! Persistent, powerful 

and passionate even in old age!  

  

Redheads make up a minuscule part of the population 

which makes being ginger a very exclusive club. With our 

distinct hair colour comes a sense of individuality that 

makes us special compared to blondes and brunettes. 

Rarely will you find anyone else like you outside of the UK 

as a mere 2% of the population is ginger, the majority of 

which are in Scotland and Ireland. And it goes further than 

that… the most sparse combination is a redhead with blue 

eyes. 2% of the world are ginger and 17% percent of the 

world have blue eyes. So 0.34% of the world have both 

blue eyes and ginger hair! Which is why they’re lucky 

specimens often nicknamed four leaf clovers as they too 

are exceedingly rare! With this in mind most gingers will 

take great pride in their individuality and won’t have any 

trouble standing out in a crowd.  

  

Whilst all these advantages make being ginger 

undoubtedly the best, it does, like all things, have its cons. 

As a redhead you are more likely to develop skin cancer if 

you don’t wear sun cream or protective clothes whilst on a 

hot day. Because of this global warming is a bit of an issue 

for our fiery-haired friends. Some scientists say that 

gingers will be affected a lot and are more likely to get skin 

cancer if we are reckless in the sun. This is because of 



skin cancer which accounts for 7% of new cancer cases in 

males. However, prostate cancer makes up 20% of all 

new cancer cases in males across the world, and believe 

it or not redhead guys are 54% less likely to get prostate 

cancer. Thanks to our favourite gene MC1R. Even in 

tough times it comes through for us and with a better deal!  

Often the butt of the bullies jokes in the playground most 

people underestimate redheads (but more importantly our 

magic gene, MC1R) without looking into how much better 

it is than all other hair colours genes. It boasts better 

looks, better health and better hair. Which is why I believe 

that MC1R is the best gene. Not only for its ginger-ness 

but for its greatness. When growing up ginger you may 

well encounter bullying or exclusion due to your hair colour 

and individuality, but this makes us stronger people and 

better people. Whilst us redheads won't always be valued 

as we should in the public’s eye, we will always have each 

other in our own rosy club. Anyway 2% of the world's 

population is still more than massive! I’m sure that as time 

goes by, we will prove the profoundness of our genetic 

background and in doing so prove that our ginger gene is 

unquestionably the best. 

  

Home - Ross 

  

Though it may not have been the first place I lived, I will 

always consider the small, peaceful town of Loanhead to 



be my true home. My memory prior to moving there is a 

blur, I can only really remember small details about my 

early life in the borders. Aside from the few hazy, half-

dreamt recollections from my old life, the earliest I can 

really remember is living in my first house in Loanhead. 

Even revisiting my old house in Eyemouth brings back no 

memories at all. The years I spent there are forgotten, the 

sights meaningless to me with no warm, nostalgic feeling 

to accompany them. 

  

My first house in Loanhead was a small yet comfortable 

one in Mavisbank, a quiet street where everybody knew 

each other and there was a very tranquil atmosphere in 

general. There was a noticeable lack of noise from cars 

passing by constantly, as there was rarely ever any need 

for anyone to pass through our little corner of the town. 

The loudest sound that was ever heard was the laughter 

and screaming of the children playing in the garden 

square behind the houses. Just across the road from my 

house, there was a small wood where I remember my dad 

taking me out one night to look for foxes. Every time I look 

at the small gap between the trees that we went through, 

my mind drifts back to the night we went in. I see the dark, 

desolate road that runs through to the next street, the 

shadows of something strange darting around in the 

distance. The deafening silence and somewhat eerie 

atmosphere would have turned me away any other 

evening, but I felt safe with my dad by my side. Then we 



saw them. Those distinct, shining silver eyes, stopped in 

the middle of the road, staring at us. Everything seemed to 

stop with us. It was as if time itself had frozen as I stood 

on the path, mesmerised by the four pairs of luminous 

eyes in the middle of the road. It felt like they could see 

right through me, as though I was being read like a book 

and judged by these beautiful, ghostly figures that stood 

silently before me. I can never forget that image, that 

feeling, the total awe that flooded my mind.  

  

Another place I remember from my childhood is the old 

railway that runs through the town, now converted into a 

long path. I hold many fond memories of that place. 

There’s the obvious things like learning to cycle, walking 

with my family and sharing happy family memories to 

treasure forever and such. But the thing I remember most 

about it is something slightly less positive. One day while I 

was out for a walk with my parents and little brother, we 

went a little further than usual. When the time came to turn 

back, I ran off ahead while my parents were taking 

pictures of my brother climbing his first tree. My dad loved 

taking pictures of us on the walks and framing them 

around the house. On my way back, the path forked off in 

two directions. Somehow, I never realised that I’d taken a 

wrong turn here, despite having just passed through mere 

minutes ago. It was only when I was deep into the woods 

and I couldn’t even tell what direction I’d come from that I 

realised something was wrong. Time had never passed as 



slowly for me than when I was wandering the silent, lonely 

place, the winter wind slicing past my cheeks like a cold 

blade. Although I had only been lost for around 30 

minutes, it felt like I’d been looking for a way out for hours. 

My mind was a swirling storm of confusion. How did I end 

up here? Where exactly is here? Where do I go? What do 

I do? Question after question shot through my head, 

though strangely I was never scared. It was actually 

peaceful. Miraculously, when I eventually found a way out, 

I ran into my Grandad who had apparently been searching 

for me in the streets next to the woods. I don’t really 

remember what happened next, but I do remember being 

taken home to be left to the mercy of my parents. To my 

surprise, my parents showed no anger at all and instead 

stayed calm and started telling me what they had been 

doing while I was missing. They told me that they’d run 

into some jockeys coming along the path and had asked 

them to help look for me. If I’d been just a few minutes 

longer they would have ended up calling the police! At the 

time I felt that might have been extreme although now I 

can completely understand the panic and terror that I had 

once been entirely oblivious to. 

  

Walking along the railway now I remember walking there 

with my family, and I look down from the small wooden 

bridge to see the path I went on that led me into the 

woods. The memories are surprisingly vivid considering 

the whole thing happened around 7 years ago. That place 



is special to me now, the beautiful surrounding green 

fields, the view of the woods looming in the distance, the 

bushes and small trees overgrown onto the path, the 

branches hanging down just above head height, the 

leaves gently brushing against my face as I walk past. 

Walking that way always brings back the memories of that 

day. The sound of the water rushing in the river, the 

calming singing of birds coming from all directions and the 

cool wind that made the trees sway gently, making a faint 

rustling sound wherever I went. The details flood back to 

me and hit me with a tidal wave of feelings. The total 

disorientation I had felt in the seemingly endless maze of 

trees, but also something I hadn’t felt at the time, an 

almost bizarre sense of belonging. I feel comfortable and 

at ease because the experience of being totally 

submerged in unfamiliar surroundings helped me grow to 

appreciate them more, cementing them in my heart, 

however unfortunate the circumstances were.   

  

What makes the town “home” to me is the memories I 

have of growing up there. Everywhere I go in that town 

brings back memories from my childhood. It makes even 

the dullest places seem so much more pleasant and it 

makes me happy wherever I go. Even if I were to move 

out and live somewhere in Edinburgh or even further 

away, Loanhead will always be the place I call my home. 

Home to me isn’t just a house, a town or even a country. 



To me, home is a place that you hold dear to your heart 

because of the memories you have there. 

  

Peanuts - By Ben 

  

  

Peanuts. The food incarnation of hell and torture itself. A 

small, pale, bomb, disguised as a legume that could tear 

up a human with even the slightest of contact with the 

tongue. I hated them, my revulsion for peanuts was worse 

than that of a dog for a cat. 

  

Even my own body was naturally repulsed by peanuts. My 

allergy had been prominent from a young age, although 

never accepted by my family or peers. There was always 

an excuse for why I apparently did not have a peanut 

allergy and I was over reacting. The excuses were always 

along the lines of “It's too warm and you're not hydrated 

enough” or “Maybe it’s a stomach bug” or “you haven’t 

eaten enough today”; whatever the excuse, it was never 

because I may have been allergic… Until recent events. 

  

We were out for dinner at a semi-decent Chinese, 

traditional restaurant. It was my little brother’s 12th 



birthday and as you could probably guess, I was rather 

excited to try all of the exotic foods. 

  

As we entered the restaurant, it instantly hit me, the 

revolting stench of peanut stunk out the air. My throat felt 

dry and sore and I could feel a tingling sensation in parts 

of my mouth. It was hard to breathe. I turned to my mum. 

“It stinks of peanuts Mum; I can hardly breathe it’s that 

bad.” 

“Stop overreacting! You’re not going to ruin your brother’s 

dinner before it’s even started.” 

We sat down at a small, laminate, wooden table with two 

metal chairs on one side and a long sofa with blue 

padding and brown wooden edges on the opposite side.  

  

A member of staff seated us and asked if any of us were 

allergens. Oblivious to later events, we all said no. My 

throat still sour, I sat sulkily on the oak wood sofa. My 

smile had left my face and left with a sullen frown. 

Nevertheless, we got up to head towards the large buffet, 

filled to the brim with foods I had never seen before like: 

Duck rolls, spinach noodles, satay chicken and tofu. They 

all looked like they would taste brilliant if they didn’t reek. I 

put some duck rolls, vegetables and satay chicken on my 

plate and headed back across the slate floor towards the 

gleaming, wooden table where the rest of my family were 



with plates, completely stacked with traditional, Chinese 

cuisines. 

  

I looked at the plate, analysed it, wondering what I should 

try first. I decided it was best to start with something 

familiar; chicken never harmed anyone. Without hesitation, 

my fork and knife were upheld by my fingers and were 

pierced into the tender chicken. It had a weird sort of pale 

brown coating on it, although I didn't mind. Can’t do much 

harm, right? 

  

I bit into the chicken. Oh no. 

  

I could feel the tingling sensation throughout my whole 

mouth now. I began scratching at my gums helplessly as 

my lips sprouted white blisters and ulcers the size of large 

raisins. My mouth felt like a desert of sandpaper. I 

desperately grasped for my glass of water, although I 

instantly dreaded it as I gulped down a large swig of water. 

It made it worse, far worse. My mouth felt as though it had 

swallowed some sort of demonic liquid as the sensation 

was spread down my throat, it was as if I had breathed fire 

and my entire esophagus was burning. I couldn’t breathe, 

my entire body above my chest felt as if it was no longer 

controllable as I grimaced helplessly in my seat. I could 

feel my body twitch at random points. My nose and mouth 



twitched erratically and my eyes were watery for a 

prolonged amount of time. 

  

For some reason, as I almost died in the corner of the 

room, my mum and dad hadn’t managed to pick up on the 

fact that I was ill and, quite clearly, in a fragile position. 

“What on earth are you doing?” exclaimed my dad, with a 

stern look on his face. “You’re making a fool of us. Stop 

acting so ignorantly.” The expressions portrayed on their 

faces made me certain I was in big trouble. I didn't care 

though, I couldn’t care. I was busy focused on the terrible 

reactions occurring inside my body. 

  

I attempted to leave my seat as I stumbled towards the 

northern-most side of the restaurant. It was as if my 

stomach reprimanded my throat for intaking such a 

villainous consumption. As I stood in the tarmacadam 

parking lot my throat let out a ferocious belch and spewed 

a nasty, white puddle onto the wheel of a black 

Volkswagen. 

  

My throat felt burnt. My stomach churned and my lips 

blistered with pussy white ulcers. 

  



It was over at least. I hate peanuts and always will. As if a 

mortal enemy, for the foreseeable future, I will stray as far 

as possible from colliding with the dreaded bomb shells. 

  

The devil's creation. Peanuts. 

  

Film Reviews 

  

Ghostbusters by Ewen 

  

The original fan-favourite classic from over thirty years ago 

is still treasured by all.  As entertaining today as it ever 

was, this scary action-comedy film will get the whole family 

excited.  As one of the main characters, Bill Murray takes 

on the role of Peter Veubman.  Their job is to take out all 

the ghosts in the city.  As the scenes go on, the more 

intense this movie gets, making you cuddle the couch 

pillows!  With a giant marshmallow man and a frantic 

amount of ghosts, I would give this movie a 5/5 star rating. 

  

The Hunger Games - By Sarah 

  

Katniss Everdee, played by Jennifer Lawrence, voluntarily 

takes her little sister's place in the dreaded Hunger 



Games. Katniss lives in district 12, Panem is split into 12 

districts that are all ruled by the capital. The Hunger 

Games is a tv show where one boy and one girl from each 

district (age 12-18) are chosen as tributes to fight to the 

death until only one of the 24 tributes remain alive. Panem 

is similar to the film Divergent where people are divided 

into 5 fractions depending on their personalities. I found 

the Hunger Games inspiring as Katniss was fighting for 

her life and managed to show people they were wrong 

about her being weak. The Hunger Games keeps you on 

the edge of your seat and makes you appreciate that we 

live in a democracy where we can vote for what we think is 

right and have our say so we don't end up living in the 

poor conditions. 

  

The Basketball Diaries - by Ariel 

  

The Basketball Diaries is an intense, pure film that is not 

exactly cheerful; it is narrated by young Jim Carroll, played 

by Leonardo DiCaprio before Titanic, when he had to do a 

sizable amount of tough acting, just like Haley Joel 

Osment in Pay It Forward. 

  

This coming-of-age film shows Jim’s gyrating fall from a 

high school basketball player into a lifestyle of drug 



addiction, crime and homelessness that draw the curtains 

on his dreams.  

  

A melodramatic product of kitchen sink realism, DiCaprio’s 

valiant, dramatic episodes make it worth the watch.  

  

Murder on the Orient Express by Patrick  

  

Following on in the Agatha Christie series and similar to 

Murder on the Nile, Murder on the Orient Express is a fast-

paced mystery worth watching. Poirot, a mysterious 

private investigator, gets on board the Orient Express from 

Istanbul to England. On the first night, there is a murder 

when a shady American businessman is stabbed in his 

compartment. Poirot has to solve the case while the train 

is stuck in a blizzard in the hills of Croatia. My favourite 

part was when the murderer was revealed at the end, 

leaving no cliffhangers.  The film left me wanting to watch 

more and even felt a bit short. 

  

Knives Out - by Holly 

  

‘Knives Out’ is an incredibly thrilling film, it practically 

bursts with dramatic energy! As you watch this film you will 

be taken through a web of dark humour, dramatic twists 



and incredible acting. You will find yourself falling down a 

hole, not knowing what to believe. Knives out will make 

every bit of curiosity within you come alive, because in this 

film everyone is a suspect. 

  

Someone is dead. Suicide? It appears so. But a detective 

believes otherwise. And the family are all suspects. Watch 

and try to figure out the puzzle. This family is full of lies 

and secrets, will they be uncovered, and a murderer 

found? Or will their deceitful actions bury the case, and let 

a killer go free?  

  

This film, although different, is a lot like many other 

whodunits, like Sherlock Holmes. The amazing actors who 

starred in knives out include Daniel Craig, Chris Evans, 

Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis, Michael Shannon, Don 

Johnson, Toni Collette, Lakeith Stanfield, Katherine 

Langford, Jaeden Martell, and Christopher Plummer. 

  

I loved this film, it constantly keeps you entertained and 

excited, I was always on the hook needing to know what 

happened next. This film is full of twists and hilarious lines. 

I hope this review persuades you to watch knives out, you 

won't regret it. 

  

  



Meet the Robinsons - by Maggie 

  

Have you ever wanted to peer into the future or revisit the 

past? 

  

Meet the Robinsons is a film that follows a young boy 

traveling to the future. He tries to stop a strange man from 

ruining his bright prospects. On the way he meets his 

future family. 

  

This film is quite similar to the film Back to the Future 2. It 

is about a teen that goes into the future to find out what it 

looked like. 

  

I like this film because it makes me feel nostalgic. I think 

this is a great movie that all the family can enjoy, including 

an important message. Keep moving forward. I would 

seriously recommend this movie. 

  

Avengers Endgame - by Nathan 

  

Avengers Endgame is the world's largest grossing movie 

of all time! And with great reason to hold that title. It is the 

culmination of the whole Marvel cinematic Universe, with 



over 20 movies all leading to this.  In Endgame, the 

heroes are at their lowest point, going back in time and 

fixing their wrong-doing with action a-plenty, great 

storytelling and one of the best action scenes ever to be 

shown on a screen! Not only that but it is the self-

proclaimed most ambitious cross-over film too, with at 

least 45 different main characters from the whole film 

universe. 

  

 

 


